Presentation and preliminaries
This work is devoted to the prediction of the integral in the unit square which can also be written as
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where В< is the ith Bernoulli number. In fact, we will study another predictor of / slightly different from the previous one since the last sum will be for I, such that 1,1' ^ 1 and I + I' < fc instead of 1 < /, I' < fc. We then replace М,у in (5) with
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-Z (, ' ,) (t i+ i,^) + Z (l ' l) (« i+1 ,t i4l )]. (7) 2.2. Final predictor. The existing partial mean squared derivatives of the process cannot be used in practice. Therefore, we should introduce another predictor that depends only on the observations of the process Z and is of the form m-l Im = £ (Irnjj'Zitj^tj').
The basic idea is to replace the partial derivatives of Z in the expression of I m with their finite difference approximations. For any positive integer n, let A n be the increment of nth order operator n Д П <К';) = £ C n (-l) nr g(t Hr ) with 0 < j + n ^ m. 
Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1. Using the fact that the Bernoulli coefficients Bi van ish for I odd with I ^ 2, the functions Hz and #4 can also be written as *м --(£)).
When is even, the term #5(0;) as written above, will have faster rate of convergence than the other terms, and thus will not contribute to the overall asymptotic expression of the mean squared error. In fact it suffices to take = Е((/-/ т ) 2 )+о(т^4 Л+4 )).
